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Free Synopsis: Inception, a senior agent's (Leonardo DiCaprio) latest project, is a seemingly simple retrieval of a major heist.Q: Time only if condition, else returning Time and Date I'm new to node and I'm building a project here and I'm actually stucked on one thing. I want to keep a time difference between the 2 values. The 2 values I'm talking about are the currentTime, and the time of entry. Here's the code of what I've got so far. var date = new Date(); var currentTime = new Date().toUTCString(); var TimeDifference = currentTime - entry.time_stamp; console.log(TimeDifference); This is the
output I want it to give me: 4d 04:00:00 UTC I want to have the log showing only the time difference, otherwise I get Time and Date. The time_stamp is a variable storing a timestamp of when the information was saved and the currentTime is what I get in real time. I want to calculate the time difference between the 2 of them. Thanks in advance A: "The time_stamp is a variable storing a timestamp of when the information was saved and the currentTime is what I get in real time." Have you tried using Date methods? var timeStamp = new Date(Date.parse(entry.time_stamp)); var timeDiff = new
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